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Abstract—Objective: To develop multisensor-wearable-device
sleep monitoring algorithms that are robust to health disruptions
affecting sleep patterns. Methods: We develop an unsupervised
transfer learning algorithm based on a multivariate hidden
Markov model and Fisher’s linear discriminant analysis, adap-
tively adjusting to sleep pattern shift by training on dynamics
of sleep/wake states. The proposed algorithm operates, without
requiring a priori information about true sleep/wake states,
by establishing an initial training set with hidden Markov
model and leveraging a taper window mechanism to learn the
sleep pattern in an incremental fashion. Our domain-adaptation
algorithm is applied to a dataset collected in a human viral
challenge study to identify sleep/wake periods of both uninfected
and infected participants. Results: The algorithm successfully
detects sleep/wake sessions in subjects whose sleep patterns
are disrupted by respiratory infection (H3N2 flu virus). Pre-
symptomatic features based on the detected periods are found to
be strongly predictive of both infection status (AUC = 0.844) and
infection onset time (AUC = 0.885), indicating the effectiveness
and usefulness of the algorithm. Conclusion: Our method can
effectively detect sleep/wake states in the presence of sleep
pattern shift. Significance: Utilizing integrated multisensor signal
processing and adaptive training schemes, our algorithm is able
to capture key sleep patterns in ambulatory monitoring, leading
to better automated sleep assessment and prediction.1
Index Terms—Data covariate shift, Fisher’s linear discrimi-
nant analysis, Sleep monitoring, Human viral challenge study,
Wearable.
I. INTRODUCTION
BEING an essential part of the daily life cycle, sleep hasrepeatedly been found to be associated with immune,
cardiovascular, and neuro-cognitive function [1], [2], among
other functions. Many studies have revealed that changes
in sleep pattern can be an important modulator of human
response to diseases. For example, in a human viral challenge
(HVC) study [3], researchers found that nasal inoculation with
rhinovirus type 23 significantly reduced total sleep time among
symptomatic individuals during the initial active phase of the
illness. In another study [4], shorter sleep duration in the weeks
1This research was partially supported by the Prometheus Program of
the Defense Advanced Research Projects Agency (DARPA), grant number
N66001-17-2-4014.
preceding an exposure to a rhinovirus was found associated
with lower resistance to illness. Therefore, the development
of effective sleep monitoring methods has been of increasing
interest.
Polysomnography (PSG) is the gold standard for sleep
monitoring in sleep-related studies [5], [6]. The standard
PSG procedure measures multiple bio-signals, including elec-
troencephalogram (EEG), electrocardiogram (ECG), and elec-
tromyogram (EMG), and requires a registered technician at
a clinical lab to perform sleep scoring according to the R
& K guidelines [7]. Recently much effort has been made to
remedy the inconvenience of manual scoring and, alternatively,
to provide automated analysis of the PSG signals, see [8], [9],
[10] among others. While PSG provides relevant information
about sleep sessions, it is usually excessively expensive, re-
strictive and cumbersome, especially when the primary goal
is to monitor sleep/wake sessions outside of the lab setting. In
particular, its reliance on specialized equipment only available
in dedicated facilities hinders its application to field-based
ambulatory studies and related clinical practice.
Thus there has been growing interest in developing cost-
effective and reliable alternatives to PSG for sleep monitoring.
Actigraphy (ACTG), which records movement by devices
equipped with an accelerometer, is one of the most popular
choices. ACTG has been widely used to study sleep/wake pat-
terns, for example, in [11], [12], [13], [14]. More applications
of ACTG to study various sleep disorders, circadian rhythm,
as well as its validity in comparison to the PSG can be found
in systematic review papers [15], [16], [17], and references
therein. A critical drawback of ACTG signal analysis is that it
equates sleep to immobility. Many algorithms designed for
ACTG, such as in [11] and [18], use a weighted moving
average of the measured movement to assign a sleep/wake
state to each epoch, in which the beginning of a sleep session
is typically marked by activity falling below a pre-specified
threshold. In practice, however, sleep often significantly lags
behind wrist immobility, leading to ACTG over-estimation of
the sleep duration [16], [14].
With the proliferation of multiple wearable sensors, portable
multimodal systems have been developed to improve the ac-
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curacy of sleep/wake detection by integrating multiple signals
besides accelerometry-measured activities. Signals captured
by wearable sensors can include blood volume pulse (BVP),
heart rate (HR), electrodermal activity (EDA), temperature,
respiration effort (RSP), ambient light and sound, which can
be collected by wrist-worn, ankle-worn, arm-worn, lapel-worn,
chest-worn and other devices such as mobile phones [19],[20],
[6]. These methods usually require training samples with
a priori labels of true sleep/wake states, which are often
provided by PSG or self-reported sleep diaries.
Existing methods of sleep/wake detection usually train a
common stationary model for all subjects. This could be prob-
lematic for sleep monitoring under perturbed environments,
where both inter-subject variability and intra-subject temporal
variation of sleep pattern impede direct application of such
methods. For example, in an HVC study, distributions of wake
and sleep states may be significantly different between infected
individuals and uninfected ones, and vary substantially over
the whole study period due to the self-therapeutic capacity
of individual immune systems. This phenomenon is known as
“data shift” [21], and methods capable of adapting to data shift
belong to the transfer learning framework [22].
In this paper, we develop an unsupervised transfer learn-
ing algorithm based on multivariate hidden Markov model
(HMM) and Fisher’s linear discriminant analysis (LDA) to
infer the sleep/wake states of an individual under perturbed
environments using multimodal signals collected by a portable
system, such as a wearable device. The proposed algorithm
does not require a priori information about true states for
training, and adaptively adjusts to sleep pattern shift by
sequentially re-training models with samples most relevant
to the current time point. We illustrate an application of the
proposed algorithm on tracking data collected by a wearable
wristband in an HVC study. Through the detected sleep/wake
sessions, we discovered several physiological features strongly
predictive to early-stage infection outcomes of clinical im-
portance, including infection status and infection onset time.
Figure 1a shows a general pipeline of processing and analyzing
personal wearable data, consisting of an adaptive thresholding
module for anomaly filtering and a sequential learning module
(Figure 1b) based on HMM and Fisher’s LDA.
The remainder of this paper is organized as follows: we
introduce data pre-processing steps in Section II. Section III
presents the proposed algorithm for sleep/wake detection in
detail. Section IV contains an application of the proposed
algorithm to wearable data collected in an HVC study, with
additional results from statistical analyses of the detected
sleep/wake sessions. Finally, Section V contains some con-
cluding remarks.
II. DATA PRE-PROCESSING
Our algorithm aims to detect sleep/wake sessions based
on multimodal physiological signals captured by a portable
system, such as 3-axis acceleration, heart rate, and skin
temperature. Wearable sensors often capture data at high
frequencies, and because of the fact that they are worn by
subjects in non-laboratory situations, the raw data collected
are often voluminous and noisy. We propose a pre-processing
pipeline for the raw sensor data containing the following steps.
A. Segmentation and summarization
To mitigate the impact of occasional poor readings and
reduce computational burden, we segment the whole timeline
into non-overlapping epochs of equal length. Three summary
statistics, namely, mean (MEAN), median (MED) and standard
deviation (SD), are extracted from each type of bio-signal
within each epoch. For one epoch, if more than 90% of
the designed capacity (sampling frequency × epoch length
in seconds) is not observed, such as when the device was
powered-off, data from this epoch is marked as “not available
(NA)". The resulting summary statistics from the three types
of signals are denoted by{
Xi,t, i = 1, . . . , n, t = t1, t2, . . . , tN
}
,
where t is the time stamp aligned to a certain origin with
t1, t2, . . . , tN denoting respective starting times of each epoch,
and Xi,t represents a 3×p-dimensional vector of the summary
statistics for subject i during an epoch starting at t with p being
the number of signals available. As an example, Figure 2a
shows scatter plots of three summary statistics obtained from a
randomly selected subject in an HVC study, including MED of
heart rate (HR), SD of Euclidean norm of acceleration (ACC),
and MEAN of skin temperature (TEMP).
B. Abnormal observations filtering
Summarization alone cannot handle abnormal readings that
occur over an extended period of time. In the example shown
in Figure 2a, it is clear that there exist abnormal values in
the summarized data, such as biologically impossible low
temperature (e.g. < 20◦C) or extremely high heart rate (e.g.
> 160bpm). This could be due to poor contact of sensors to
the subject or simply the case that the device was not worn
during the time period. These abnormal readings can seriously
compromise the performance of our sleep detection algorithm
introduced in Section III, and therefore we propose an adaptive
thresholding procedure using a subset of summary variables
X˜i,t = (X˜1i,t, . . . , X˜Mi,t). The selected variables should have
distinctive distributions under normal and abnormal situations.
For example, the mean temperature is usually much lower in
abnormal cases, when the sensor measures ambient tempera-
ture rather than body temperature. We then filter out data that
with X˜i,t /∈ Ci, where Ci is a joint feasible region determined
by a sequence of cutoff values {ci1, . . . , ciM} for X˜i,t.
The subject dependent cutoff values are obtained by sep-
arately performing k-means clustering on each variable in
X˜i,t, and partitioning samples into three clusters, corre-
sponding to three states: sleep, wake and abnormal. Let
{Sim1, Sim2, Sim3} be the resulting clusters with centers
(centroids) {µim1, µim2, µim3} arranged in descending order.
Consider again the example of mean temperature. The cluster
Sim3 having the smallest center value was observed to con-
sist of abnormal samples. Occasionally, the variation within
abnormal samples is even larger than the difference between
sleep and wake state, in which case the middle cluster may
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also contain abnormal samples. We identify these cases by
comparing the distances between Sim1, Sim2 and Sim2, Sim3.
Specifically, the set of normal, i.e., non-abnormal, samples
Snorim based on mean temperature is determined as follows:
Snorim =
{
Sim1 ∪ Sim2 if |µim2 − µim1| < |µim3 − µim2|,
Sim1 o.w..
With the normal sets Snorim for m = 1, · · · ,M , the cutoff
values are then
cim =
{
Q0.025({X˜mi,t ∈ Snorim }) if µi,nor > µi,abn,
Q0.975({X˜mi,t ∈ Snorim }) o.w.,
where Qq(·) calculates the q−quantile of samples, and µi,nor,
µi,abn are mean measurement values of the normal and abnor-
mal set, respectively. To robustify our classification procedures
we used a quantile-thresholding rule to exclude samples near
the boundary of the normal set. We found the 2.5% and
97.5% quantiles to provide adequate robustness for our data
but other threshold values may be selected at the discretion
of the analyst. The feasible interval for X˜mi,t is [cim,+∞) if
µi,nor > µi,abn and (−∞, cim] otherwise.
III. AN ADAPTIVE SLEEP DETECTION ALGORITHM
We propose an adaptive sequential learning algorithm to
identify sleep periods using multimodal bio-signals, which
accounts for a potential sleep pattern shift due to perturbed
environments. The proposed algorithm is applied to each sub-
ject separately. Thus, for simplicity of notation, we suppress
the subscript i in the following discussion.
A. Initial training set based on hidden Markov model
We first establish an initial training set Sini ={
(xt, yt), t = t1, . . . , tn0
}
using a multivariate hidden
Markov model (HMM) [23], where xt is a subset of observed
summary statistics Xt, relevant to the circadian pattern, and
yt is the latent label indicating sleep status (yt = 0 if wake;
yt = 1 if sleep). The end point tn0 of the initial training set is
selected as the time before potential perturbation on the sleep
pattern, so that we can posit a multivariate HMM as follows:
xt | (ut = k) ∼ N(µk,Σk), k = 1, . . . ,K,
where the discrete latent variable ut follows a Markov process
with transition matrix AK×K . The variable ut is closely
related to, but not necessarily the same as, yt depending
on whether xt has multiple states during wake sessions. In
fact, the sleep/wake label yt estimates are derived from the
estimated latent variable ut. For example, the mean heart rate
may have two different states (resting and active) when the
subject is awake, in which case ut has three states, i.e., K = 3,
with both the resting and active state corresponding to yt = 0.
In the following discussion, we will focus on the derived
binary label yt, since our primary goal is to detect sleep/wake
sessions.
To select the optimal set of xt as well as optimal number
of states K for each subject, we suggest first specifying a
list of possible model configurations, for example, a two-state
trivariate HMM using MEAN and SD of heart rate and SD of
acceleration. A series of HMMs are then fitted and evaluated
by the separability index (SI) proposed in (4) and the HMM
model with the maximum SI from the pool of candidates is
selected as the model for deciding sleep/wake states yt in the
initial training set.
B. Sequential learning with Fisher’s LDA
Due to potentially perturbed environments, the underlying
distribution of xt | yt may not be stationary over time. Thus,
the initial training set cannot be directly used to determine the
sleep labels for subsequent epochs. We propose performing
Fisher’s LDA in a sequential fashion using the same summary
statistics as used in the chosen HMM, resulting in a dynamic
classifier that is capable of adjusting for covariate shift.
Panel (b) in Figure 1 demonstrates this sequential learning
procedure and Algorithm 1 below summarizes the major steps
to implement it.
Fisher’s LDA is a powerful tool for dimension reduction and
classification [24]. It is motivated by the idea of finding the
optimal direction vector w, onto which the projected scores
of training samples have the largest “separability" between
classes. Let the training dataset be
{
(xt, yt), t ∈ Ttrn
}
and
let zt = wTxt denote the projected scores. The separability
is measured by the following ratio of between-class variation
and within-class variation:
J(w) =
(z¯1· − z¯)2 + (z¯0· − z¯)2∑
t∈G1(zt − z¯1·)2 +
∑
t∈G0(zt − z¯0·)2
, (1)
where Gk = {t : yt = k, t ∈ Ttr} for k = 0, 1 denote indices
of data from two classes, respectively, z¯k· =
∑
t∈Gk zt/|Gk|
for k = 0, 1 are the class-specific mean scores and z¯ is the
overall mean score. The optimal w that maximizes (1) is
w = S−1W (x¯1· − x¯0·), (2)
where x¯k· =
∑
t∈Gk xt/|Gk| for k = 0, 1 and SW =∑
k=0,1
∑
t∈Gk(xt − x¯k·)(xt − x¯k·)T , known as the within-
class scatter matrix. Let σ2k =
∑
t∈Gk(zt − z¯k·)2/(|Gk| − 1)
for k = 0, 1 be the class-specific sample variances. For a test
sample xt′ , we build a classifier based on the projection vector
w from Fisher’s LDA and predict the label using the following
rule:
yt′ = 1
{
(zt′ − z¯0·)2
σ20
− (zt′ − z¯1·)
2
σ21
> log
(
γ
σ21
σ20
)}
, (3)
wherezt′ = wTxt′ and γ is a multiplicative factor for the
threshold with its value set to 1 by default in our HVC analysis.
In other words, the label of a test sample depends on the
relative distance of the sample to the class centroids weighted
by dispersion. Assuming the conditional distribution xt | yt
is multivariate normal for both classes, it is easy to show that
(3) is equivalent to the Naive Bayes classifier [24] based on
the projected score z.
While the sleep pattern may gradually shift over time,
we will assume that the change is negligible within a short
window. Therefore, we process and predict sleep labels in-
crementally within batches of non-overlapping time windows
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Algorithm 1 Sequential learning with adaptive-size sliding window
1: current = tn0 . Start from the initial training set
2: while current < tN do . Continue until all epochs are labeled
3: for l in 1 to L do . Consider all window lengths
4: procedure FISHER’S LDA(train = (current− dl, current], test = (current, current+ ∆t])
5: w = S−1W (x¯1· − x¯0·)
6: zt′ = w
Txt′
7: yt′ = 1
{
(zt′ − z¯0·)2/σ20 − (zt′ − z¯1·)2/σ21 > log(γ σ21/σ20)
}
8: SI(dl) = SI(train, test; dl) . Separability index for a given window lengths
9: d0 = which.max(SI(dl)) . Select the optimal window lengths with maximum SI
10: yt′,opt = yt′ | d0 . Determine the labels using the optimal window
11: current = current+ ∆t . Move on to the next test batch
of pre-specified length ∆t. This is similar to approaches used
in online learning [25], except that we use predicted labels
instead of true labels, which are not available to us. To be
more specific, after establishing the initial training set, we
perform the Fisher’s LDA using the same summary statistics
as used in the chosen HMM and predict sleep labels for epochs
coming from the next test batch
{
xt, tn0 < t ≤ tn0 +∆t, t ∈
{t1, · · · , tN}
}
. The processed batch is then added to the pool
of labeled samples so as to form an enlarged training dataset
used to renew Fisher’s LDA classifier. The process continues
sequentially until all epochs are labeled.
Inspired by methods for concept drift adaption in the
supervised online learning literature [26], [27], [28], [29], we
incorporate a taper windowing mechanism which excludes
outdated training samples that are distant in time from the
current batch under investigation and no longer representative.
To implement this mechanism we adopt a sliding-window
technique for performing Fisher’s LDA in which only the most
recently labeled training samples are used. The length of the
window has to be carefully determined to achieve a desirable
performance. Unlike the case of supervised online learning,
with no information on true labels, it is infeasible to select
optimal window length by maximizing prediction accuracy in
test batches. Instead, the separability index (SI) [30], [31] is
maximized as a proxy for accuracy. Specifically, first specify a
set of candidate window lengths
{
d1, · · · , dL
}
. Then, letting
tn denote the most recent epoch with sleep label, and creating
Ttrn(dl) =
{
t : tn − dl < t ≤ tn, t ∈ {t1, · · · , tN}
}
for
l = 1, · · · , L and Ttst =
{
t : tn < t ≤ tn + ∆t, t ∈
{t1, · · · , tN}
}
, we define the epochs in the candidate training
datasets and test batch, respectively. For a single window of
length dl, perform an initial pass of Fisher’s LDA with training
samples {(xt, yt), t ∈ Ttrn(dl)}. Let wˆ(dl) be the optimal
direction vector given by (2). Then, predict labels with a
second pass, using the resulting Fisher’s LDA classifier on
the test batch, and calculate the following separability index
of the joint set of training and test samples:
SI(dl) =
∑
t∈Ttrn(dl)∪Ttst{yt + y˜(t) + 1} MOD 2
|Ttrn(dl)|+ |Ttst| , (4)
where yt is the sleep label for epoch starting at t (predicted
label if t ∈ Ttst), and y˜(t) is the (predicted) label of its nearest
neighbor. In our method, nearest neighbors are determined by
the “ projection distance” defined, for samples from epoch t
and t′, as follows:
h(t, t′) = |wˆ(dl)T (xt − xt′)|. (5)
Among the candidate window sizes, the one maximizing the
criterion SI(dl) is used to derive Fisher’s LDA that predicts
the sleep labels of samples in the current test batch.
The sleep periods are often detected as bursts, often con-
sisting of one or more continuous sessions interrupted by
short time periods. While such bursty behavior could be
directly incorporated into an HMM model, e.g., a semi-Markov
switching process, we take a simpler approach and smooth
these short interruptions by applying a median filter on the
estimated sleep state yt sequence. The whole timeline is
then partitioned into consecutive continuous sleep and wake
sessions. If there exists prior information on the minimal
duration of sleep/wake sessions of interest, it can be used
to set a threshold for detected session length. For example,
the deep sleep period, defined as Stage 3 & 4 of non-rapid
eye movement (NREM) period, usually starts 30 minutes after
sleep onset and lasts approximately 20 to 40 minutes in the
first sleep cycle [32]. Hence, a 60-minute threshold can be
applied to include only sleep sessions with at least one deep
sleep period.
C. Separability index
By definition (4), SI is the proportion of samples which
share the same label with their nearest neighbors, and hence
SI ∈ [0, 1]. Intuitively, when samples from two classes form
two tight, well-separated clusters with little overlap, the nearest
neighbor of one sample from, say, Class 0, will most likely
belong to Class 0 as well, which will result in a large SI
value close to 1. In contrast, when samples from two classes
follow exactly the same distribution, i.e., completely non-
separable, then the nearest neighbor of one sample will have
equal probability of being Class 0 or Class 1, and thus, the SI
of these samples is close to 0.5. A large SI value implies strong
separability of classes, and is usually an indication of reliable
prediction. SI also depends on the measure of distance used
to determine the nearest neighbors. The projection distance
captures the difference among samples on the optimal direction
w that is most relevant to distinguishing between the two
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classes, and thus is better than Euclidean distance in regard to
characterizing separability, as demonstrated by Figure 3.
Figure 3 illustrates three simulated cases with different
levels of separability. Two variables (X1, X2) are generated
from BVN(µ1, µ2, 1, 1, 0). For samples in Class 0 (indicated
by red dots), µ1 = µ2 = 0, while for samples in Class 1
(indicated by green triangles), we considered three settings:
(1) µ1 = µ2 = 0; (2) µ1 = µ2 = 1.5; (3) µ1 = µ2 = 3, cor-
responding to non-, weakly and strongly separable scenarios.
SI values based on both projection distance and Euclidean
distance are reported for each case. We observe that SI is
indeed able to effectively characterize separability, and that
the projection distance is preferred since it gives value closer
to 0.5 in the non-separable case and value closer to 1 in the
strongly separable case.
IV. APPLICATION TO DATA FROM AN HVC STUDY
We applied the proposed algorithm to an anonymized ver-
sion of a dataset collected from 25 participants enrolled in a
longitudinal human viral challenge (HVC) study, which was
funded by DARPA under the Prometheus program. In this
human challenge study, some of the participants developed
disturbed sleep patterns shortly after infection by a pathogen
(H3N2). Four channels of physiological signals, including 3-
axis acceleration, heart rate, skin temperature and electroder-
mal activity, were collected by a wrist-worn device, Empatica
E4 (Empatica Inc. USA), over the time course of the study
(11 days).
A. Adaptive sleep detection
The median (MED) of heart rate and skin temperature
were used in the pre-processing stage for anomaly detection.
Figure 2b shows the bar-plot of abnormal data proportions of
all subjects, and 5 of them were excluded from further analyses
due to high proportion of abnormal readings (> 40%).
To select proper candidate summary statistics for sleep
detection, we extracted data from a typical awake but resting
period (21:00 - 22:00) and a sleeping period (03:00 - 04:00)
for each subject. Separability indices of samples in the resting
and sleeping states were then calculated marginally using
one summary statistic at a time. These indices were used as
measures of the difference between these states. Figure 2c
shows the box-plots of SI values for all summary statistics.
We chose three summary statistics with high average SI values
(> 0.7), namely, MED and SD of heart rate and SD of
acceleration, as candidates for xt. These summary statistics
were then used to identify sleep/wake sessions for the subjects.
Note that MEAN and MED of heart rate are almost identical,
so only MED is selected.
Based on the detected sleep/wake sessions, and using MED
of heart rate and skin temperature and SD of acceleration,
we further categorized abnormal samples excluded in the pre-
processing stage into the following states:
• device not worn (NW): lower-than-normal TEMP MED
and lower-than-normal ACC SD;
• lost of contact (LOC): lower-than-normal TEMP MED
and normal ACC SD;
• active: normal TEMP MED and higher-than-normal HR
MED and ACC SD).
Here the normal ranges of these summary statistics are deter-
mined by a well established rule of thumb [33] as follows:
LOW = Q0.25 − 1.5 ∗ (Q0.75 −Q0.25),
UP = Q0.75 + 1.5 ∗ (Q0.75 −Q0.25), (6)
where Q0.25 and Q0.75 are the 25% and 75% sample quantiles
of the empirical distributions over detected wake sessions. This
categorization procedure is illustrated in Figure 1c.
We also performed principle component analysis (PCA)
on the 3 × 4 summary statistics from all epochs for each
subject separately. This analysis was used to confirm the
effectiveness of the proposed method in detecting abnormal
samples and sleep/wake sessions. Figures 4a and 4b show
the scatter plot of the first two principle components (PC)
for a subject with usable data (abnormal proportion < 40%)
and a subjects with unusable data (abnormal proportion >
40%). For the subject with usable data, the data points form
distinct clusters consistent with the categories identified by
the proposed method. The subject with unusable data presents
a completely different pattern in its PCA components, with
the abnormal observations showing a systematic trend that
corresponds to a device that is either malfunctioning, not worn
properly, or not worn.
B. Predictive modeling
Finally, we considered predicting clinical outcomes with the
196 features extracted from the identified sleep/wake sessions.
Each wake session is assigned to a day according to its onset
time, while a sleep session is assigned to its onset day if
there exists a substantial wake period (> 5 hours) prior to the
session. Otherwise, it is assigned to the previous day. Table I
summarizes the physiological features derived from sleep and
wake sessions for each day, where duration and onset/offset
times are exclusive features for sleep sessions, while the others
are shared by sleep and wake sessions. The linear/quadratic
coefficients are obtained from running linear and quadratic
regression models of each summary statistic computed over
a time of day. All features related to standard deviation are
log-transformed.
The 20 subjects with usable data are classified according
to the clinical outcome of accumulated viral shedding from
the zeroth to the fifth day. Subjects in the first class are those
who showed positive accumulated viral shedding, and they are
called “shedders.” In this dichotomization, eight of 20 such
subjects are shedders, while 12 others are “non-shedders”.
In addition, using a three-level ordinal scale, subjects with
positive viral shedding within 48 hours after inoculation are
denoted “early shedders” (2 out of 20); those with positive
viral shedding between 48 hours and 72 hours are denoted
“mid shedders” (6 out of 20), and others are denoted “late
shedders” (12 out of 20, identical to non-shedders).
Figure 4c shows box-plots of total sleep duration for shed-
ders and non-shedders at different points in time. We observe
a clear difference between the two groups on Day 0, which
is the first 24 hours after viral inoculation. The non-shedder
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group sleeps on the average 2.041 hours longer than does the
shedder group (p-value < 0.005) over this time period. This is
consistent with studies of the effects of sleep on the course of
respiratory infection [3]. The difference gradually decreases
over time, and at the late stage (Day 5 and afterwards) of the
study, total sleep duration of the shedders returns to the same
level as that of the non-shedders.
To further assess the predictive power of these extracted
features, we adopt two regression models. The first regression
model is used to predict whether or not a subject sheds (binary
label) and the second model is used to predict a subject’s
shedding onset time (ordinal label). For the binary case,
we separately fit marginal logistic regression model on each
feature, which models the marginal probability of shedding
logit
[
Pr(Y = 1)
]
= β0 + β1X ,
where logit(x) = log[x/(1 − x)], y ∈ {0, 1} is the shedding
status, and X is one of the 196 features. For the ordinal onset
time case, we fit a marginal continuation-ratio model [34]
(y = 1 for early shedders, y = 2 for mid shedders and y = 3
for late shedders), which models the conditional probabilities:
logit
[
Pr(Y = j |Y ≥ j)] = β0 + β1X ,
for j = 1, 2. This may be interpreted as a discrete version
of the Cox regression model. For both the logistic and the
continuation-ratio models, the predictive capability of indi-
vidual features is evaluated by leave-one-out cross-validation
(LOOCV). Top predictive features are reported in Table II,
together with their corresponding regression coefficient esti-
mates and the Area Under Curve (AUC) based on LOOCV.
For the continuation-ratio, since there exist three classes, the
AUCs are calculated using the “one-versus-the-rest” strategy
[35].
The logistic and continuation-ratio models give consistent
results that identify similar features as being important for
prediction. Interestingly, all the top features come from sleep
sessions. This may be due to the fact that data collected during
sleep periods are less variable, due the absence of external
factors such as personal behavior and changing environment,
and thus better reflect underlying physiological processes.
Features related to sleep heart rate variation (HR MED.sd,
HR MEAN.sd) and sleep duration (total duration, offset,
night duration) are the most predictive. It is remarkable that
using a single non-invasive marker from the wearable device
leads to AUC over .80 in both logistic and continuation-ratio
models. Table III shows the Pearson correlation coefficients
between pairs of the top three features (total duration, offset
and HR MED.sd). The total sleep duration and sleep offset
time have a strong positive correlation, and they are both
somewhat correlated with HR MED.sd. When all three features
are included, the logistic model achieves AUC = 0.844,
and the continuation-ratio model achieves AUC = 0.885 for
predicting “Late shedder versus others”. Combining the three
features together leads to a small improvement in prediction
performance, which is possibly due to correlation between
these three features or limited sample size.
V. DISCUSSION AND CONCLUSIONS
We have developed an adaptive personalized algorithm for
detection and characterization of sleep patterns based on com-
bining multimodal physiological signals with data covariate
shift. The proposed algorithm operates without requiring a pri-
ori information about true sleep/wake states and is capable of
automatically detecting anomalies and abnormal data records.
We applied the proposed algorithm to analyze physiological
signals collected in an HVC study. The algorithm effectively
adjusted for the inter-subject and intra-subject temporal vari-
ation during the study period, and extracted strong and non-
invasive features to predict infection outcomes.
The proposed algorithm is not without limitations. By the
nature of the data covariate shift adaption procedure, we must
assume that the extent of shift is appropriately limited. The
authors of [36] mathematically characterized the extent of shift
and showed that an algorithm can only adapt to data covariate
shift if the rate of shift is smaller than a certain upper bound.
For example, when the infection induces an abrupt increase in
sleep heart rate of a subject, the classifier built on data from
previous day may fail to detect a sleep session. A possible
remedy would be to exclude those periods with no wake or
sleep state detected, and to process data from such periods
separately by applying the same hidden Markov model used
in segmenting the initial training set.
Another limitation of our study is that the HVC data used
to illustrate the proposed algorithms has no ground truth
information about the true sleep/wake states of the subjects.
A controlled experiment performed in a sleep lab could
provide such ground truth for a small number of subjects.
It would be worthwhile to test the algorithm in a large scale
experiment that collects self-reported sleep diaries in addition
to clinical data. While sleep diaries are not 100% reliable, such
an experiment would allow us to further validate the value
of the proposed unsupervised learning algorithm. The idea
of adaptive sequential learning proposed here can be easily
generalized to other practical problems with data shift, beyond
the current setting of sleep monitoring. With the emergence of
wearables and other digital health technologies, the continued
development of such integrated algorithms for continuous
tracking data will lead to more powerful behavioral assessment
tools, and in a broader sense, advance personalized health care.
VI. DISCLOSURES
Human Subjects: The data analysis reported in Sec. IV of this
paper followed a protocol that was submitted to the Internal
Review Boards of Duke University and the University of
Michigan. On 4/25/2017 the Internal Review Board of Duke
University Health Sciences (DUHS IRB) determined that the
protocol meets the definition of research not involving human
subjects, as described in 45CFR46.102(f), 21 CFR56.102(e)
and 21CFR812.3(p), and that the protocol satisfies the Privacy
Rule, as described in 45CFR164.514. On 8/4/2017 the Internal
Review Board of the University of Michigan (UM IRB)
determined that the research performed under this protocol
was not regulated.
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